Here Comes Noddy

Skill Level: Confident Beginner • Approximate Finished Size: 67” x 78”
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Here Comes Noddy

Designed by: Aileen Sansone
Approximate Finished Size: 67” x 78”
cutting fabric

21525 B Leaving ¼” seam allowance around each image; fussy cut car scene, airplane scene, “Are you ready to
play?” scene, and multicolored “Noddy” image. Fussy cut
two Noddy portraits from the strip below the car scene. They
should be aproximately 6½” wide by 5½” tall.
21531 R Cut 2 strips 4”x height of 21525-B car scene and
2 strips 5”x33”.
21604 B Cut two strips 6½”x 42”. Subcut strips into eleven6½” squares. Cut two strips 3½”x 42”.
21604 S Cut 2 strips 3½”x 42”. Cut five strips 2”x 42”. Subcut strips into 36- 2”x 5½” rectangles.
21527 N Cut 1 strip 3”x20”. Subcut strip into two 3’x10”
rectangles. Cut two strips 9”x42½”. Cut one of the 9”
rectangles in half, to give two rectangles 9”x22¼”.
21531 G Cut 5 strips 1½”x 42”.
21526 G Fussy cut 18 - 5½” squares, centered on Noddy
portraits.
21532 R Cut nine strips 2”x 42”. Subcut strips into 36 2”x8½” rectangles.
21531 S Cut nine strips 2”x 42”. Subcut strips into 36 2”x8½” rectangles.
21532 N Cut eleven strips 2”x 42”. Subcut strips into 36 2”x11½” rectangles. Cut six strips 2½” x 42”.Subcut eight,
2½ x9” rectangles and eight, 2½ x 12½” rectangles.
21530 R Cut four 1½”x 5½” rectangles and four
1½”x8½”rectangles. Cut eight strips 2½”x 42” for binding.
21528 B Piece quilt back from yardage
Constructing Quilt Top
Sew with ¼” seam allowance and all fabrics right sides together. Press each seam toward the darker fabric as you sew.
Step 1: Note that extra length has been provided in the 21531R strips. Sew 4” x height of car scene 21531-R strips to
sides of 21525-B car scene. Sew 21531-R 5”x 33” strips to
top and bottom of car scene. Trim completed quilt center to
30½ w” x 24½ h”, centering image.

Make two strip sets from the 21604-B and 21604-S
3½” strips. Subcut the strip sets into 3½”x 6½” rectangles.
Join rectangles to make eleven 4-patch blocks.
Step 2:

Step 3: Alternate two 4-patch blocks and two 21604-B 6½”
squares to make a side border. Make a second side border to
match. Sew borders to sides of quilt.
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Step 4: Alternate four 4-patch blocks and three 21604-B 6½”
squares to make top border. Alternate three 4-patch blocks
and four 21604-B 6½” squares to make bottom border. Sew
borders to top and bottom of quilt. Quilt center should now
measure 42½ w” x 36½ h”.
Step 5: Sew 21527-N 3” x 10” strips to top and bottom of
21525-B multicolored “Noddy” image, note that 21527-N
strips are oversized. Trim assembled block to 9” high. Trim
ends of 21527-N strips flush with edges of image. Sew
21527-N 9”x 22¼” rectanges to each end of image. Trim assembled strip to 9”x 42½”, centering image. Sew assembled
strip to top of quilt center. Sew 21527-N 9” x 42½” strip to
bottom of quilt center. Quilt center should now measure 42½
x 53½”.
Step 6: Sew ends of 21531-G strips together with diagonal
seams. Cut two strips 53½” long and sew these to the sides
of the quilt center. Cut two strips 44½” long and sew these
to the top and bottom of the quilt center. Quilt center should
now measure 44½x55½”.
Step 7: Referring to quilt diagram, sew 21604-S 2” x 5½”
rectangles to top and bottom of 21526-G 5½” squares. Sew
21532 2” x 8½” rectangles to sides of blocks. Sew 21531-S
2” x 8½” rectangles to top and bottom of blocks. Sew 21532N 2” x 11½” rectangles to side of blocks. Make a total of 18
log cabin blocks.
Step 8: Sew 21530-R 1½” x 5½” rectangles to sides of
21525-B 6½” x 5½” Noddy portraits. Sew 21530-R 1½” x
8½”rectangles to top and bottom of portraits. Sew 21532N 2½” x 9” rectangles to sides of portraits and 21532-N
2½” x 12½” rectangles to top and bottom of portraits. Trim
blocks to 11½” square, centering images.
Step 9: Sew 21532-N 2½” x 9” rectangles to sides of 21525B airplane and “Are you ready to play?” images, note that
strips are oversized. Trim strips flush with image. Sew
21532-N 2½” x 12½” rectangles to top and bottom of images. Trim blocks to 11½” square, centering images.
Step 10: Referring to quilt diagram, sew 2 strips of five log
cabin blocks. Sew assembled strips to sides of quilt. Sew
two strips of four log cabin blocks. Sew Noddy portrait and
image blocks to ends of strips; then sew strips to top and
bottom of quilt center.

Layer and quilt as desired
Binding
Sew ends of 21530-R binding strips together with straight
seams. Fold assembled strip in half lengthwise and press.
Sew binding to right side of quilt, mitering corners. Turn
binding to back of quilt and slipstitch in place.
While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this
pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which
individual work varies.
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